
We feature monolingual walking tours in 
Siena or excursions in the surroundings 
with sharing bus or in a small groups 
who desire to discover the cultural 
heritage and the local gastronomy. We 
offer access to museums and cultural 
sites, with professional and authorized 
local guides.

siena

carrani international

VISITS AND EXCURSIONS

HIGH SEASON 24 ENGLISH

https://linktr.ee/carrani_italiandmc
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Why are Siena tours unique  
and beloved by travelers?

Culture  
and leisure

Customize your city break with professionally-guided 
tours to heritage sites and experience new ways to 
visit the city and its surroundings with us. 

Fantastic  
day excursions

Reach the surroundings of Siena and live the won-
ders of Italy in an easy and affordable way.

Expert local tour guides 
and tour escorts

All of our tour guides are experts, professional and 
friendly.

Speaking your language Our tours are performed in English, Spanish, 
languages.

High season 2024
Valid from 1 April to 15 November 2024

all rates are per person
all tours require a minimum of 2 participants

Cancellation Policy:
Till 72 hours before clients arrival: no penalty
From 72 hours or no show: 100% penalty 

Children discounts (please provide date of birth on the booking):
Will be communicated at the moment of the reservation

Useful information  
before booking our tours
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Enjoy a full day of culture, wine, and delicious food as you visit some of the most impressive destinations 
in Tuscany. 

Val d'Orcia wine tour

Enjoy a full day of culture, wine, and delicious food as you visit some of the most impressive destinations 
in Tuscany. 

Join us in tour to take a glimpse of wonderful cities as well as 
taste the best typical products and wines of Tuscany in one day! 
The tour begins with a visit to a cellar near Montalcino where you 
will taste a sampling of wines with a delicious snack consisting 
of local products. The tour will continue to Pienza and Montepul-
ciano, two artistic jewels, that shape the Val d’Orcia landscapes. 
Pienza is a perfect combination of architectural beauty and har-

mony. A unique blend of tastes, smells and flavors support this 
natural and artistic heritage. Our last stop will be in Montepulcia-
no, famous for its Renaissance buildings and the refined beauty 
of its churches as well as the ancient tradition of its wine, the 
Nobile di Montepulciano, a symbol of the city that will be the 
delight of your palate. We will return to Siena at the completion 
of these tours.

1
FD

Visits and excursions

ENGLISH, 
SPANISH 
ITALIAN

102€
ADULT

56,50€
CHILD 3-12 Y.O.

Free
CHILD 0-2 Y. O.

PORTUGUESE

123,50€
ADULT

61,50€
CHILD 3-12 Y.O.

Free
CHILD 0-2 Y. O.

WHERE
PIENZA
MONTEPULCIANO

INCLUDES
TRANSPORT BY AIR-
CONDITIONED COACH 
TOUR LEADER
BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO  
WINE TASTING WITH SNACKS
FREE TIME IN PIENZA AND 
MONTEPULCIANO

DEPARTURES
MONDAYS, WEDNESDAYS AND 
SATURDAYS AT 9:45 AM 

MEETING POINT
AT 9:30 AM VIALE VITTORIO 
VENETO 27 IN FRONT OF BAR IL 
PEDROCCHINO

LANGUAGES
ENGLISH, SPANISH, ITALIAN 
MONDAYS, WEDNESDAYS AND 
SATURDAYS - MIN. 2 PAX
PORTUGUESE SATURDAYS -  
MIN. 4 PAX

TOUR ENDS AFTER 8 HOURS AND 
30 MINUTES APPROXIMATELY

NOTES:
 ›Customers must be able to climb and descend stairs. Please note 
that a moderate amount of walking is involved and this tour is not 
wheelchair accessible.
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Enjoy a magical evening in the Chianti region and live the unforgettable experience of a dinner in the 
vineyards. 

You will be seduced by the charm of this unique city. Your professional local guide will show you its medi-
eval streets, stunning monuments, imposing buildings and hidden narrow streets… Take in the medieval 
past of Siena!

Dinner in the Chianti vineyards Best of Siena guided walking tour with cathedral

A unique experience specifically designed to give you only the best 
of what the Chianti region has to offer in its various declinations: the 
history, the landscapes, the wine and culinary traditions as well as in-
comparable atmospheres. Start your experience with a stop in Siena 
(visit not included), known among other things for to the Palio horse 
race, and then discover a famous farm’s wineries. You will taste 
some delicious wines, visit the farm’s historic chapel and eventually 
enjoy an outdoor barbecue accompanied by music in a delightful 
atmosphere. This will give you the chance to immerse yourself in 
the local farmers’ old tradition and live an experience of the sens-
es, soaking up the air, the colors, the flavors and the smells of the 
countryside. You will be surrounded by the splendid and charming 
landscape made of vineyard rows, which so quaintly characterize the 
Chianti region. The food, made from fresh local products, are the fruit 

of the hard work and care for the land that local producers have been 
exercising for centuries. Upon your arrival you will be given a glass for 
you to carry along during the visit of the winery and enjoy a number 
of wine tastings. The dinner location will be set to offer you coziness 
and pleasure, as it will be decorated with candles and torches. Not 
only will the gentle sounds of the earth and the vineyards accompany 
your dinner under the stars, but there will also be a harmonious musi-
cal background perfectly matching the succession of dishes. You will 
taste “pappa al pomodoro” or “ribollita” (both typical recipes from 
the people’s folklore) and a barbecue of meat and fresh seasonal 
vegetables of the farm. Let yourself get carried away by the warmth 
and fragrances of the barbecue and the perfumes of the grapevines, 
which will inebriate your dinner experience. The rural yet elegant sce-
nario of the estate will perfectly frame and complete your evening.

Siena is a treasure chest of historical, artistic, religious and cul-
tural riches all waiting to be discovered. The best way to do this 
is on foot, admiring the city's transformations over the centuries 
and enjoying spectacular landscapes and curious details. With 
a licensed guide you can appreciate the main tourist attractions 
such as Piazza del Campo, the true heart of the city, the Pala-
zzo Comunale, the Cathedral and the majestic Basilica of San 
Domenico. There will be no shortage of references to the great 

noble families, such as the Piccolomini, Tolomei and Salimbeni, 
and their palaces, the great tradition of the Palio di Siena, and also 
the stories of pilgrimage and sanctity that distinguish the city. The 
walk continues with a visit to the Duomo, which preserves the 
treasures of artists such as Nicola Pisano, Duccio di Buoninseg-
na, Donatello, Pinturicchio, and Gianlorenzo Bernini, as well as its 
marvelous marble floor, a unique example in the history of art.

2
HD 

4C
AM

WHERE
CHIANTI AREA

INCLUDES
TRAVEL BY GT COACH 
OR MINIVAN WITH AIR 
CONDITIONING 
TOUR LEADER
VISIT OF THE ESTATE’S WINERIES 
ON A WINE ROUTE INSIDE THE 
ESTATE WITH TASTING OF WINES
DINNER IN THE VINEYARDS 
WITH WELCOMING APERITIF, 
BRUSCHETTE, TUSCAN PLATE 
OF CURED MEATS, PAPPA AL 
POMODORO, ROAST , STEAK, 
SPARE RIB, SAUSAGE, CHICKEN 
AND GRILLED VEGETABLES, 
DESSERT, WINE AND WATER

DEPARTURES
FROM APRIL 1  
TO SEPTEMBER 30 
MONDAYS, THURSDAYS AND 
SUNDAYS AT 6:30 PM

MEETING POINT
AT 6:15 PM AT VIA GIUSEPPE 
GARIBALDI 72, IN FRONT OF 
HOTEL MINERVA.

LANGUAGES
ENGLISH, SPANISH, ITALIAN - 
MIN. 2 PAX

TOUR ENDS AFTER 6 HOURS 
APPROXIMATELY

WHERE
SIENA

INCLUDES
GUIDED VISIT WITH 
PROFESSIONAL LOCAL GUIDE
CATHEDRAL ENTRANCE TICKET

DEPARTURES
DAILY AT 11:00 AM*

BLACKOUT DATES
JULY 2, AUGUST 16

MEETING POINT
AT 10:45 AM AT PIAZZA TOLOMEI, 
IN FRONT OF PALAZZO TOLOMEI 
(AT COLONNA DELLA LUPA/SHE-
WOLF'S COLUMN)
LANGUAGES
ENGLISH, ITALIAN - MIN. 2 PAX

TOUR ENDS AFTER 1 HOUR 
APPROXIMATELY

125€
ADULT

74,50€
CHILD 3-12 YEARS OLD

Free
CHILD 0-2 YEARS OLD

48,50€
ADULT

24,50€
CHILD 6-12 YEARS OLD

Free
CHILD 0-5 YEARS OLD

NOTES:
 ›A vegetarian menu is always available upon request
 ›In case of bad weather conditions the dinner will take place inside the 
estate’s restaurant 

 ›Customers must be able to climb and descend stairs. Please note 
that a moderate amount of walking is involved and this tour is not 
wheelchair accessible

NOTES:
*On Sunday morning the Cathedral will be replaced with another 
monument/museum.
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Enjoy a full-day tour of Tuscany’s villages and wine regions from Siena and travel into the heart of the 
beautiful Tuscan countryside. Visit the town of San Gimignano, the wine territory of Chianti and the 
Montalcino fortress.

Enjoy an half day of culture, wine, and delicious food as you visit some of the most impressive destina-
tions in Tuscany: Explore Montalcino and its medieval fortress and then indulge in the area’s world-fa-
mous wines.

San Gimignano, Chianti & Montalcino  
with wine tour and light lunch Brunello di Montalcino wine tour 

MAX 
8 PAX 

MAX 
8 PAX 

The first part of our day will be dedicated to the territory of Siena 
and starts with a visit of San Gimignano, the “hundred towers” 
city and UNESCO World Natural and Cultural Heritage site. Our 
tour escort will give you all of the necessary information for 
enjoying your free time in the town’s historical center, where you 
will find local artisan shops and ancient palazzos. San Gimignano 
is also the birthplace of the Vernaccia, a white wine produced 
exclusively here, famous for its high quality and also for being 
the first Italian DOCG wine. From here, we will reach a Chianti 

winery for a lunch of salami, cheeses and other local products, 
accompanied by a tasting of Chianti wines. The day continues 
with a trip to Val d’Orcia, another jewel embedded in the Tuscan 
territory and a UNESCO World Heritage site since 2004. We will 
travel to Montalcino, that dominates the 1500 hectares of Brunel-
lo vineyards the area is world-famous for. Our last stop will be in 
a local wine cellar where you will taste the renowned Brunello 
of Montalcino. You will visit the cellar and also taste typical local 
products. Return to Siena.

Brunello, currently considered the best wine in the world, has its 
ancestral roots in the passion of the inhabitants of Montalcino 
and in the ancient winemaking tradition, handed down from one 
generation to the next. The town of Montalcino, sanctuary of this 
wine produced from Sangiovese grapes, stands on a charming 
hill that will let you relish its natural wholesomeness. The town, 
its century-old fortress and the best wineries reviewed on spe-
cialized magazines are the main protagonists of our excursion.. 
Great skill in the cellar, which includes a long maturation in casks 
made from valuable wood, make Brunello - that holds the title of 
“the Italian ambassador in the world of our winemaking reali-
ty” - the most highly regarded wine around. You will have the 
opportunity to taste prestigious wines in the best wineries of the 
territory and explore Montalcino.

12 
FD

13 
HD

WHERE
SAN GIMIGNANO
CHIANTI 
MONTALCINO

INCLUDES
TRAVEL BY MINIVAN WITH AIR 
CONDITIONING FOR A MAXIMUM 
OF 8 PEOPLE 
TOUR LEADER
WINE TASTING 
LIGHT LUNCH WITH TYPICAL 
TUSCAN DISHES (DRINKS NOT 
INCLUDED)

DEPARTURES
MONDAYS, THURSDAYS AND 
SUNDAYS AT 8:30 AM 

MEETING POINT
AT 8:15 AM AT VIA GIUSEPPE 
GARIBALDI 72, IN FRONT OF 
HOTEL MINERVA

LANGUAGES
ENGLISH, SPANISH, ITALIAN - 
MIN. 2 PAX

TOUR ENDS AFTER 11 HOURS 
APPROXIMATELY

WHERE
MONTALCINO

INCLUDES
TRAVEL BY MINIVAN WITH AIR 
CONDITIONING 
TOUR LEADER
FREE TIME IN MONTALCINO 
LOCAL WINE TASTING
SNACK WITH SLICED COLD 
MEATS AND TYPICAL SALAMI

DEPARTURES
MONDAYS, WEDNESDAYS, 
FRIDAYS AND SUNDAYS  
AT 2:00 PM 

MEETING POINT
AT 1:45 PM AT VIA GIUSEPPE 
GARIBALDI 72, IN FRONT OF 
HOTEL MINERVA 

LANGUAGES
ENGLISH, SPANISH, ITALIAN - 
MIN. 2 PAX

TOUR ENDS AFTER 5,5 HOURS 
APPROXIMATELY

160€
ADULT

97,50€
CHILD 3-12 YEARS OLD

Free
CHILD 0-2 YEARS OLD

136€
ADULT

74,50€
CHILD 3-12 YEARS OLD

Free
CHILD 0-2 YEARS OLD

NOTES:
 ›A vegetarian menu is always available upon request
 ›Customers must be able to climb and descend stairs. 

NOTES:
 ›Customers must be able to climb and descend stairs. 
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Explore the beautiful wine region of Chianti on a half-day scenic tour and enjoy a Tuscan landscape of 
gently rolling hills and vineyards, studded with cypress trees. Taste superb Chianti wines and Tuscan 
products.

Spend a day riding along peaceful roads through the scenic Tuscan hills on an original Vespa scooter. 
Experience a unique way of admiring Chianti's sights, and stop for a wine tasting and delicious lunch 
along the way.

Chianti & castles with wine tasting Vespa & Chianti with lunch 

MAX 
8 PAX MAX 

8 PAX 

Visit the beautiful region of Chianti with us and immerse your-
selves in the picturesque Tuscan scenery that you have always 
dreamed of. The beautiful ruby-red color and the characteristic 
bouquet with scents of violet are the special features that reveal 
the identity of one of the most famous wines in the world: Chian-
ti. This wine results from the wise blend of Sangiovese, Canaio-
lo, Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon grapes, and originates from 
the hilly area from which it draws its name. We will lead you to 
the discovery of the breathtaking, uncontaminated landscapes 
that have been cradling the Chianti vineyards for centuries, 
presenting you a harmony of colors that can only be found in the 

hills of this region. The sounds, scents and flavors of this land 
will capture your senses through a unique experience that you 
will live, relish and comprehend by visiting ancient churches, me-
dieval castles and small villages where the rhythm of life remains 
unaltered over time. After a stop in Castellina in Chianti, the tour 
continues to a winery in the middle of the Chianti Classico area, 
where you’ll have a wine tasting alongside an extra virgin olive 
oil tasting. You will be able to taste wines offered by a quality 
winery embedded in a magnificent landscape, in a magical and 
pleasant atmosphere. 

Have fun riding a Vespa along the scenic and peaceful roads 
on the Tuscan hills. An alternative way to admire the sights of 
Chianti, wrapped in the perfumes of the Tuscan countryside and 
the sound of the working farms. You can join the tour every day 
and enjoy this experience together with our escorts, who will be 
showing you around small medieval villages situated in the heart 

of Tuscany. Those who do not feel confident enough about riding 
on their own can opt for riding with one of our expert escorts. 
The tour along the Chianti hills lasts all day. Visit the Chianti 
countryside like a true Italian, riding on a typical Vespa scooter! 
You will be stopping in a renowned winery for a wine tasting and 
a light lunch. Return to Siena at the completion of the experience.

16 
HD

17 
FD

WHERE
CHIANTI AREA

INCLUDES
TRAVEL BY MINIVAN WITH AIR 
CONDITIONING 
TOUR LEADER
WINE, OIL AND BALSAMIC 
VINEGAR TASTING
SNACK

DEPARTURES
TUESDAYS, THURSDAYS AND 
SATURDAYS AT 2:00 PM

MEETING POINT
AT 1:45 PM AT VIA GIUSEPPE 
GARIBALDI 72, IN FRONT OF 
HOTEL MINERVA 

LANGUAGES
ENGLISH, SPANISH, ITALIAN - 
MIN. 2 PAX

TOUR ENDS AFTER 5 HOURS 
APPROXIMATELY

97,50€
ADULT

49€
CHILD 3-12 YEARS OLD

Free
CHILD 0-2 YEARS OLD

NOTES:
 ›Customers must be able to climb and descend stairs. 

205€
PERSON (DRIVERS MUST BE AT 
LEAST 18 YEARS OLD)
THE VEHICLE WILL BE SHARED WITH 
ANOTHER PASSENGER
SUPPLEMENT FOR EXCLUSIVE DRIVER 
NOT SHARED: € 147

CHILD 0-12 YEARS OLD  
NOT ALLOWED

NOTES:
 ›A valid driving license is required
 ›A valid credit card is required at time of booking as guarantee (no 
ATM, no debit card)
 ›At the time of the rental a pre-authorization request of 600€ on 
credit card will be made as a guarantee for any damage, which will 
be canceled upon return from the tour if there has been no material 
damage to the vehicle.
 ›Drivers must be able to drive the vehicle. In case your tour guide 
considers that you have insufficient driving skills, the company can 

cancel the reservation without any refund or alternatively and subject 
to availability of vehicles and guides the company can offer to the 
customer a tour by "ape calessino" or " 500 vintage".
 ›The tour will take place also with rain. In case the weather does not 
allow us to attend the tour due to heavy rain or wind, clients will be 
offered an alternative or a full refund. 
 › In case a storm occur during the tour and the guide decide that for 
security reasons is better not to continue with the tour you will be 
escorted back to the departure place but if this happens no refund 
will be issued as this is beyond our control.
 ›A vegetarian menu is available for lunch upon request.

WHERE
CHIANTI AREA
TUSCAN HILLS

INCLUDES
TRANSPORT BY MINIVAN 
TOUR LEADER
ORIGINAL VESPA SCOOTER 
(AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION)
TUSCAN LIGHT LUNCH (WATER 
AND WINE INCLUDED)
GUIDED TOUR OF THE WINERY
HELMET
FUEL 
THIRD-PARTY INSURANCE FOR 
CIVIL LIABILITY

DEPARTURES
DAILY AT 9:30 AM 

MEETING POINT
AT 9.15 AM AT VIA GIUSEPPE 
GARIBALDI 72, IN FRONT OF 
HOTEL MINERVA 

LANGUAGES
ENGLISH, SPANISH, ITALIAN - 
MIN. 2 PAX

TOUR ENDS AFTER 7,5 HOURS 
APROX. 
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Experience the breathtaking beauty of the Tuscan countryside by vintage Fiat 500 on a scenic driving tour. Learn to cook like an Italian with this 4-hour cooking class, and enjoy a Tuscan meal in Siena. Your chef 
will share tips to make an Italian meal that you can recreate at home.

500 Vintage tour and Chianti roads  
with wine tasting & light lunch Cooking class in a Chianti farm

MAX 
8 PAX 

Tuscan traditions are strongly linked to its flavors and cuisine. We 
offer our guests cooking classes in the typical Tuscan style to 
help them discover our roots and culture in a funny and original 
way. Learn the secrets of our cooking skills, the basic ingredient 
of our tradition, and the magical way the Tuscans combine them. 
From bruschetta to homemade pici to the myriad kinds of crostini 
- you will bring home a bit of Tuscany to your dinner table. Fall in 
love with Tuscany through its food!

18 
FD

21 
HD

WHERE
CHIANTI

INCLUDES
ALL NECESSARY INGREDIENTS
PROFESSIONAL CHEF
UNIQUE LOCATION IN CHIANTI 
FARM 
LUNCH BASED ON WHAT YOU 
HAVE PREPARED WITH DRINKS 
INCLUDED

DEPARTURES
MONDAYS, TUESDAYS, 
WEDNESDAYS, THURSDAYS  
AND SATURDAYS AT 10:00 AM 

MEETING POINT
AT 9:45 AM AT VIA GIUSEPPE 
GARIBALDI 72, IN FRONT OF 
HOTEL MINERVA

LANGUAGES
ENGLISH, SPANISH, ITALIAN - 
MIN. 2 PAX

TOUR ENDS AFTER 4 HOURS 
APPROXIMATELY

157€
ADULT

77,50€
CHILD 6-12 YEARS OLD

Free
CHILD 0-5 YEARS OLD

Imagine spending a day like in an old Italian movie: driving a 
vintage FIAT 500 across the Chianti hills and enjoy all the beauty 
of Tuscany… We are here to make this perfect day possible. 
Choose this tour and we will give you the opportunity to drive a 
fully renovated vintage FIAT 500 while an expert tour leader will 
indicate the best paths and organize stops in the most character-
istic villages: as you explore these little gems that have remained 

the same through the centuries you will discover the real Tusca-
ny! You will visit a winery so that you discover the true aromas 
and flavors of the Chianti area, a place that would leave anyone 
speechless, let alone a wine lover. Here a typical Tuscan lunch 
and a wine tasting will be served. This is a chance to live “the 
Italian dream” for a day and we endeavor it is unforgettable!

WHERE
CHIANTI ROADS

INCLUDES
TRANSPORT BY MINIVAN TO THE 
CHIANTI AREA 
PROFESSIONAL TOUR LEADER
ORIGINAL RESTORED FIAT 500 
(MANUAL)
TUSCAN LIGHT LUNCH (WATER 
AND WINE INCLUDED)
GUIDED TOUR OF THE WINERY 
WITH WINE TASTING
THIRD-PARTY INSURANCE FOR 
CIVIL LIABILITY
FUEL 

DEPARTURES
DAILY AT 09:30 AM

MEETING POINT
AT 9:15 AM AT VIA GIUSEPPE 
GARIBALDI 72, IN FRONT OF 
HOTEL MINERVA 

LANGUAGES
ENGLISH, SPANISH, ITALIAN - 
MIN. 2 PAX

TOUR ENDS AFTER 7,5 HOURS 
APPROXIMATELY

228,50€
PERSON (DRIVERS MUST BE AT 
LEAST 18 YEARS OLD)
THE VEHICLE WILL BE SHARED WITH 
ANOTHER PASSENGER (MAXIMUM 3 
PAX PER CAR)

CHILD 0-12 YEARS OLD  
NOT ALLOWED

NOTES:
 ›A valid driving licence is required
 ›A valid credit card is required at time of booking as guarantee (no 
ATM, no debit card)
 ›For lunch a vegetarian menu is available upon request.
 ›Drivers must be able to drive the vehicle. In case your tour guide 
considers that you have insufficient driving skills, the company can 
cancel the reservation without any refund or alternatively and subject 
to availability of vehicles and guides the company can offer to the 
customer a tour by "ape calessino" 
 ›The tour will take place also with rain. In case the weather does not 

allow us to attend the tour due to heavy rain or wind, clients will be 
offered an alternative or a full refund. 
 › In case a storm occur during the tour and the guide decide that for 
security reasons is better not to continue with the tour you will be 
escorted back to the departure place but if this happen no refund will 
be issued as this is beyond our control.
 ›At the time of the rental a pre-authorization request of 600€ on 
credit card will be made as a guarantee for any damage, which will 
be canceled upon return from the tour if there has been no material 
damage to the vehicle.
 ›A vegetarian menu is available for lunch upon request.
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Adventure in the Tuscan countryside on horseback with this day tour from Siena. Admire lush vineyards, 
olive groves, rolling hills, and stunning views.

Discover the natural beauty of the Tuscan countryside by bike with this guided tour from Siena. See the Chi-
anti region from a different perspective. Enjoy lunch and a wine tasting as part of this unique experience!

Horseback riding Chianti e-bike tour with wine tasting & light lunch

MAX 
8 PAX 

You will visit an old riding school situated in a tranquil and peace-
ful area immersed in the rolling hills of the Tuscan countryside. 
Don’t worry if you haven’t ridden a horse before, the experi-
enced staff will make sure you feel confident before leaving for 
a ride. We will ride through lush vineyards, native woods, olive 
groves and rolling hills for a collection of breathtaking and unfor-
gettable views.

How about a change of scenery? A little bit of fresh air, a light 
breeze and the possibility to see Tuscany from a different perspec-
tive. Ride your electric bike under the guidance of an expert tour 
leader and enjoy this wonderful experience riding across the Chi-
anti hills. You will see Chianti castles and hillside villa estates until 
you stop for a light lunch at a local Chianti winery, where you will 
taste some of the local wines.

23 
HD

24 
FD

WHERE
TUSCAN COUNTRY

INCLUDES
TOUR LEADER
HELMET

DEPARTURES
DAILY AT 9:30 AM AND AT 4:00 PM 

MEETING POINT
(10 KM FROM SIENA CITY CENTER) 
AT 9:15 AND 15:45 STRADA DEL 
PIAN DEL LAGO, 6, 53100 SIENA 

LANGUAGES
ENGLISH, ITALIAN - MIN. 2 PAX

TOUR ENDS AFTER 1,5 HOUR 

WHERE
CASTELLINA IN CHIANTI
SIENESE COUNTRYSIDE

INCLUDES
TRANSPORT
EXPERT BICYCLE TOUR TOUR 
LEADER
ELECTRIC BIKE RENTAL
TUSCAN LIGHT LUNCH IN A 
TUSCANY FARM WITH WATER 
AND WINE INCLUDED
GUIDED TOUR OF THE WINERY 
WITH WINE TASTING
INSURANCE, HELMET AND WATER 
BOTTLE

DEPARTURES
MONDAYS, WEDNESDAYS, 
FRIDAYS AT 9:30 AM 

MEETING POINT
(15 KM FROM SIENA CITY CENTRE) 
AT 9:15 VIA DELLA RESISTENZA, 
95, 53035 BADESSE

LANGUAGES
ENGLISH, ITALIAN - MIN. 2 PAX

TOUR ENDS AFTER 6,5 HOURS 
APPROXIMATELY

91€
PERSON

NOT SUITABLE FOR 
CHILDREN UNDER 14 YEARS 
OLD AND FOR PEOPLE 
EXCEEDING 100 KG (220 
POUND)

157€
PERSON

NOT SUITABLE FOR 
CHILDREN UNDER 14 
YEARS OLD

NOTES:
 ›Customers must be able to climb and descend stairs. Level: high 
difficulty. 
 › Remember to wear comfortable shoes (no flip-flop). 
 › The tour will take place also with rain. In case a storm occur during

 the tour and the guide decide that for security reasons is better not to 
continue with the tour you will be escorted back to the departure place 
but if this happen no refund will be issued as this is beyond our control.
 ›A vegetarian menu is available upon request

NOTES:
 ›Customers must be able to climb and descend stairs
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Experience this adventure in the countryside of Tuscany with an ultra-modern Polaris 6 seats quad driven 
by an expert driver and enjoy a typical lunch in a Tuscan farm.

Spend a day riding along peaceful roads through the scenic, Tuscan hills on an original Piaggio Ape 
Calessino. Experience a unique way of admiring Chianti's sights, and stop for a wine tasting and delicious 
lunch along the way.

Safari Chianti experience with lunch Ape Calessino Chianti tour with light lunch

You will explore unspoiled corners of the Tuscan countryside, 
impossible to reach by other means of transport, on board an 
ultra-modern Polar 6 seats quad! You will see ancient farmhous-
es, medieval castles, lovely hamlets and take in a breathtaking 
scenery. We will go boar-, deer-, fox-, hare- and pheasant-watch-
ing as you will drive along windy paths in vineyards. We will stop 
for lunch in a typical farm. This is a really unique experience that 
combines adrenaline and awe-inspiring natural beauties.

Enjoy a ride on an original Piaggio Ape Calessino to explore the 
scenic and peaceful world-renowned roads of the Tuscan land-
scapes. Such an alternative way to discover the Chianti region 
this is, the heart of Tuscany! You will feel overwhelmed by the 
fragrances of the Tuscan countryside, the sounds of the farms in 
activity and the relaxing tranquility of the small medieval villages. 
You will stop at a farm for a light lunch before returning to Siena.
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WHERE
CHIANTI AREA

INCLUDES
TRANSPORT BY MINIVAN TO THE 
CHIANTI AREA
PROFESSIONAL TOUR LEADER
LUNCH IN A TUSCANY FARM WITH 
STARTER (CROSTINI, SALUMI AND 
CHEESE)
ORIGINAL POLARIS RANGER 6 
SEATS
THIRD-PARTY INSURANCE FOR 
CIVIL LIABILITY
FUEL

DEPARTURES
DAILY AT 9:30 AM 

MEETING POINT
AT 9:15 AM AT VIA GIUSEPPE 
GARIBALDI 72, IN FRONT OF 
HOTEL MINERVA

LANGUAGES
ENGLISH, SPANISH, ITALIAN - 
MIN. 2 PAX

TOUR ENDS AFTER 7 HOURS 
APPROXIMATELY

WHERE
TUSCAN COUNTRY

INCLUDES
TRAVEL BY MINIVAN FROM SIENA 
TO THE COUNTRYSIDE WITH AIR 
CONDITIONING
PROFESSIONAL TOUR LEADER
ORIGINAL PIAGGIO APE 
CALESSINO (MAXIMUM 3 PAX 
PER APE CALESSINO)
LIGHT LUNCH WITH WATER AND 
WINE INCLUDED
GUIDED TOUR OF THE WINERY

DEPARTURES
DAILY AT 9:30 AM 

MEETING POINT
AT 9:15 AM AT VIA GIUSEPPE 
GARIBALDI 72, IN FRONT OF 
HOTEL MINERVA

LANGUAGES
ENGLISH, SPANISH, ITALIAN - 
MIN. 2 PAX

TOUR ENDS AFTER 7 HOURS 
APPROXIMATELY

205€
ADULT

74€
CHILD 8-12 YEARS OLD

NOT SUITABLE FOR 
CHILDREN UNDER  
8 YEARS OLD

182€
PERSON

Free with one 
adult
CHILD 0-12 YEARS OLD

NOTES:
 ›The itinerary may be changed due to acts of force majeure such as 
bad weather etc.
 ›A vegetarian menu is available upon request

NOTES:
 ›The tour will take place also with rain. In case of very bad weather 
during the tour, and if the guide decides that for security reasons it is 
not possible to continue with the tour, you will be escorted back to the 
departure point. No refund will be issued as this is beyond our control.

 ›Please note that is not possible to drive, our driver will be in charge of 
that. This vehicle can accommodate a maximum of 3 pax.
 ›This tour is not suitable for customers in wheelchairs. 
 › For lunch a vegetarian menu is available upon request. 
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Ride your own scrambler and discover the enchanting Chianti wine region. 

Scrambler adventure tour in Chianti with wine tasting

Discover picturesque trails amidst the iconic landscapes of the 
Tuscany region, weaving through expanses of golden fields and 
lush vineyards. Immerse yourself in a delightful day, intimately 

connected with nature and its elements. Drive along the white 
roads that characterize the Chianti Senese! Relax with wine 
tasting in an exclusive winery before returning to Siena. 
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WHERE
TUSCAN COUNTRY

INCLUDES
PROFESSIONAL TOUR LEADER
ORIGINAL SCRAMBLER 
MOTORCYCLE
WINE TASTING IN AN EXCLUSIVE 
WINERY IN CHIANTI AREA
GUIDED TOUR OF THE WINERY
FUEL
HELMET

DEPARTURES
DAILY AT 9:30 AM 

MEETING POINT
(15 KM FROM SIENA CITY CENTRE) 
AT 9:15 VIA DELLA RESISTENZA, 
95, 53035 BADESSE SI

LANGUAGES
ENGLISH, SPANISH, ITALIAN - 
MIN. 2 PAX

TOUR ENDS AFTER 7 HOURS 
APPROXIMATELY

NOTES:
 ›Comfortable clothing is recommended. Please note that it is 
essential to have an A driver's license for this tour. 
 ›A minimum height of 1.60 meters is required for the driver. 
 ›To ensure safety, a driving test will be conducted prior to the 
departure of the tour. In case the guiding skills are deemed 
insufficient to participate in the tour, it will not be possible to leave 
for the tour and no refund will be issued. In case of bad weather, 
which is beyond the tour operator's control, the tour will be 
cancelled for security reasons and no refund will be issued.

NEW 
218€
1 PAX, PER 
PERSON (DRIVER 
EXCLUSIVE 
OPTION)

172€
2 PAX, PER 
PERSON  
(1 DRIVER + 1 
PASSENGER)

109€
CHILD 6/12 Y.O., PER CHILD

NOT ALLOWED FOR CHILDREN 
UNDER 5 YEARS OLD
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At Carrani Tours, we work every day to 
provide the best solutions for both your 
FITs and group travelers, with all our 
passion and experience 

Our Services includes: 
Ticketing: trains, boats, museums, attractions; Customized itineraries for groups 
& individuals; Italy city sightseeing; Private luxury cars; Gourmet tours, sports 
packages; Hotels, villas an so on.

Working policy:
In order to avoid problems with your fit reservations, we would like to remind you 
our policy regarding bookings and cancellations: Complaints have to be received 
by mail or fax within 60 days from date of the last service provided by Carrani, so 
we could reply in the most accurate way. Please take note that, every time you 
send us an e-mail/fax requesting our services, we will always reply in writting. If 
you request a particular htl that it is not available, we will confirm a similar option 
(to the requested one). In case of cancellation, we will send an e-mail/fax as 
confirmation of the cancellation. If you do not receive this confirmation it would 
means that for us the booking is still operative. So if our provider charges us no 
show penalites, we will charge you the same penalties. We inform all clients that 
rates do not includes the city tax in Florence, Rome, Venice. This tax will be paid 
directly form clients at the reception hotel desk at the arrival or at the check out 
according to the local city board procedure. We remind you that tax will change 
according to hotel category. Please kindly inform travellers before departure. 
All services must be paid before the participants arrival (at least 7 days before, 
maximum 15 days, depending on the service).

Carrani Tours history
When Benedetto De Angelis founded Carrani 
Tours in 1925, he thought about a structured 
service of transports and guided tours in Rome, 
and obtained the first license as Roman bus 
operator for tourists in the Eternal City. 
Now, Carrani Tours is not only the first bus 
family company in Rome, but also one of the 
main DMC active in the entire Italy. 
Official partner of the Vatican Museums, Gray 
Line Worldwide, Julià Tours and Ferrovie dello 
Stato our company works every day for the 
best experience of each guests.

Discover Italy 
with us

Get in touch 
with us
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